ABSTRACT Non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) scheme with Gaussian input signals, which have no constellation constraint on the input alphabets, has been investigated intensively, whereas the research on finite input constellations is relatively few. This paper focuses on the power allocation in practical NOMA application with finite-alphabet inputs. We propose a practical power allocation scheme for downlink NOMA scenario based on the merit of maximizing the minimum Euclidean distance (MMED) by adopting the constellation-constrained (CC) capacity. Applying the nearest neighbor approximation and Jensen's inequality, we prove that optimal CC capacity can be achieved under the MMED criterion at high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Instead of updating power allocation coefficient instantaneously, a preset fixed power factor α MMED derived from the MMED criterion is preferred and thus reduces the complexity of overall system implementation. We take two cases into consideration, namely, Gaussian broadcast channel (GBC) and fading broadcast channel (FBC). We model close channel conditions, which are challenging for conventional NOMA as the GBC scenario, and model near-far effect as well Rayleigh fading as the FBC scenario. In these two cases, we show that the optimal performance can be guaranteed at high SNR without the knowledge of channel state information (CSI). We study the power coefficient pairs for the most commonly used Mary quadrature amplitude modulation (M-QAM) constellations based on the MMED criterion. We explore the relationship between the power allocation coefficients and the sizes of constellations. The numerical simulations on CC sum capacity and capacity regions are provided to validate our analysis.
I. INTRODUCTION
Orthogonal multiple access (OMA) technologies, such as time-division multiple access (TDMA), frequency-division multiple access (FDMA), code-division multiple access (CDMA) and orthogonal frequency-division multiple access (OFDMA), have played a significant role in securing the success of modern communication for the past few decades [1] - [3] . For OMA schemes, each user data is assigned to a dedicated channel of time-slots, frequency bands, code sequences or their combinations which are orthogonal. Consequently, receivers can separate their own messages from others by taking the advantage of this orthogonality.
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However, with the development of next generation communications, enormous user equipments for internet of things, cloud-based applications and wireless access terminals with massive data traffic pose huge challenges for the requirements of the fifth generation (5G) wireless communication. Some potential technologies, such as device-centric architectures, millimeter wave, massive multiple-input multipleoutput (MIMO), smarter devices, and machine-to-machine communications [4] , will lead to fundamental changes in 5G to meet these explosive demands. Moreover, non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) scheme has been proposed as a promising radio access technology for its advantages of improved spectral efficiency, massive connections and low latency [5] - [10] . Unlike OMA, in which the number of served users is restricted by the corresponding number of orthogonal resources, NOMA enables multiple users to transmit simultaneously by sharing the same time/frequency/code/spatial channel. Therefore, NOMA scheme can support more user equipments than OMA, which is significant for massive connectivity required in 5G.
Although there are many variant NOMA-related technologies emerging, such as interleave division multiple access (IDMA) [11] , power-domain NOMA [12] , sparse code multiple access (SCMA) [13] , bit division multiplexing (BDM) [14] , multiuser shared access (MUSA) [15] , pattern division multiple access (PDMA) [16] and network-coded multiple access (NCMA) [17] , [18] , NOMA technologies can be categorized as two main solutions in general [6] , [19] : power-domain NOMA and code-domain NOMA. In this paper, we mainly focus on power-domain NOMA. For powerdomain NOMA, a key feature is that superposition coding is used in power domain at the transmitter and successive interference cancellation (SIC) detector [6] , [10] or ML detector [20] is used at the receiver. The decoding performance depends largely on the power allocation schemes for the users who share the same channel. Therefore, power and resource scheduling [21] - [23] is the key issue to be tackled before putting NOMA technology into reality. In [24] , two scenarios, users' targeted data rates determined by quality of service (QoS) and users' rates allocated opportunistically, are investigated in downlink with randomly deployed users. NOMA with fixed power allocation (F-NOMA) and NOMA with cognitive-radio-inspired power allocation (CR-NOMA) are studied in [25] , which a hybrid multiple access combining NOMA with OMA is recommended. A dynamic user clustering and power allocation for uplink and downlink NOMA system based on sum-throughput maximization is proposed in [26] . Yang et al. [27] proposed a cognitive-radio inspired NOMA with dynamic QoS at multicast users and the unicast user as well. A linearly precoded Rate-Splitting Multiple Access (RSMA) is investigated in [28] . RSMA has the capability of partially decoding the interference and partially treating the interference as noise. By combing NOMA and zero-forcing beamforming (ZFBF), a Hybrid NOMA (H-NOMA) of multi-user multiple-input-single-output (MISO) based on quasi-degradation is proposed in [29] .
However, most aforementioned work studied a NOMA system with an unrestricted input signals, i.e., infinite Gaussian input signals which has no constellation constraint on the input alphabets and can reach most of the known capacity regions [30] - [33] . Whereas, the implementation of Gaussian input is unaffordable in practice and might result in inevitable high computational complexity and extremely large decoding delay [34] . In addition, the infinite inputs are known to be a continuous Gaussian distribution [35] , when it comes to practical communication system, the inputs are generally uniformly distributed and are constrained to finite alphabets. As a consequence, the known solutions for continuous inputs cannot be applied directly to finite constellations [36] .
Therefore, some researchers have been motivated to study NOMA with finite input constellations. The constrained capacity with phase-shift keying (PSK) for MIMO fading channel is investigated in [37] . The constellation constrained (CC) capacity region of two-user GMAC is analyzed in [38] by introducing constellation rotation between two users. A constellation power allocation (CPA) varying the two users' transmit power is reported in [36] . Optimization based on mutual information for NOMA with quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) constellation is studied in [39] - [41] . A max-min fairness optimization applying Farey sequence for NOMA with QAM is reported both in [42] for Z-channel, and in [20] for uplink scenario.
The abovementioned work tried to enlarge and optimize the CC capacity. These schemes have three challenges: 1) Perfect CSI or partial channel state information (CSI) is assumed to be known at the transmitter; 2) As shown in the following description in Section II, the expression of CC capacity entails the expectation which is time-consuming, especially when a multitude of users are served; 3) The users' power coefficients need to be instantaneously updated according to the computing of CC capacity and the varying of channel conditions. Nevertheless, with the aim to serve high-speed data transmission and massive connectivity, dynamic user scheduling and power allocation are very challenging due to computational complexity in 5G system. Hence, it is most important to investigate how to balance the performance and complexity in a practical system.
It is known that maximizing the mutual information can be approximated to maximize the minimum distance between the constellation vectors for MIMO with arbitrary inputs [43] and with statistical CSI [44] . However, a low-complexity power scheduling is not well studied for finite-alphabet inputs in absence of CSI for NOMA system to the best of our knowledge. In this paper, we focus our work on simplifying the power allocation in real NOMA application with M -ary quadrature amplitude modulation (M -QAM) constellation, which is more spectrally efficient than other digital modulations such as pulse-amplitude modulation (PAM) and PSK. The main contributions in this paper can be summarized as, 1) We propose a low-complexity power allocation scheme for a downlink NOMA design based on the criterion of maximizing the minimum Euclidean distance (MMED). Applying nearest neighbor approximation and Jensen's inequality, we prove that optimal CC capacity can be accomplished at high SNR for our NOMA scheme. Instead of updating power allocation coefficient continuously, we prefer a preset fixed factor α MMED derived from MMED criterion with two benefits: no CSI required (a brief description can be found in Section IV) and no complicated computation of CC capacity. Comparably, MMED criterion can dramatically reduce the computational complexity while providing optimal performance.
2) Two channel conditions are introduced, namely, Gaussian Broadcast Channel (GBC) and Fading Broadcast Channel (FBC). As it is well known that it is a big challenging when channel conditions are very similar in NOMA [9] , [18] , we refer the GBC as the model of power-balanced channel, which can work well for some complicate scenarios such as unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) communication [45] and high-speed railway (HSR) communications [46] . In these cases, instantaneous CSI is hard to obtain due to the rapidly changing channel. For GBC, we show that the optimal performance can still be guaranteed for the close channel conditions in which there is no near-far effect. This reveals that the issue of user grouping is not a big concern when proper power allocation scheme is adopted in practical NOMA system given the proper SNR is met. We exploit the FBC to model the near-far and Rayleigh fading scenario. In both cases, our proposed scheme can achieve the optimal CC sum capacity in comparison with the maximizing entropy strategy at high SNR.
3) Based on the MMED criterion, we study the various power allocation coefficient pairs for multiple M -QAM pairs. We uncover the relationship between the sizes of constellations and the power allocation coefficients. This result is beneficial when adaptive modulation and coding (AMC) is introduced in NOMA scheme. Furthermore, we calculate the minimum Euclidean distance d min for different constellation pairs. We show that some pairs, such as (4, 64 
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND GAUSSIAN BROADCAST CHANNEL
In this section, we consider a hybrid downlink NOMA [25] which users are divided into different groups and NOMA scheme is implemented among users within a group, whereas OMA is adopted among different groups. This downlink NOMA with one single-antenna BS and two single-antenna users in one group is shown in Fig. 1 . The transmitted signal sets are finite alphabets with constellations S 1 = {x 1 (n)| n = 1, 2, . . . , N 1 } and S 2 = {x 2 (n)|n = 1, 2, . . . , N 2 }, and the alphabets in the constellations are uniformly distributed, where N 1 and N 2 are the size of the constellations. Symbol level synchronization is assumed. Then the superposed signal transmitted by the BS is described as
where α(0 ≤ α ≤ 1) is the power allocation coefficient and P denotes the transmit power of the BS. x 1 (t) ∈ S 1 and x 2 (t) ∈ S 2 are the symbols of user1 and user2 with unit average energy, i.e.,E |x k (t)| 2 = 1, k ∈ {1, 2}, respectively. The received signals are corrupted by AWGN variable z with z∼ CN(0,σ 2 ), where CN( ,σ 2 ) denotes the circular symmetric complex Gaussian noise with zero mean and variance of σ 2 . Then the kth (k ∈ {1, 2}) user's received signal is formulated as
where h k and z k is the channel gain and noise variable for the kth user. Note that z 1 and z 2 in Fig. 1 have the same distribution, we use z instead of z 1 and z 2 for simplicity. The CC capacity expressions in terms of mutual information between the input message and the output message for user1 and user2 are denoted as I (x 1 : y) and I (x 2 : y|x 1 ), respectively. For Gaussian Broadcast channel without fading, i.e., h 1 = h 2 = 1, then we have [35] , [38] , [41] I (
where p (y) is the probability density function (PDF) of y, given by
Using above equations, we have I ( (9) and (10), as shown at the top of the next page, where
, respectively. Then the CC sum capacity can be given by
Apparently, the CC sum capacity is a function of power coefficient α. Specifically, we use C s (α) to denote the CC VOLUME 7, 2019
sum capacity, which is given in (12) , as shown at the top of this page. Then we can maximize C s (α) by optimizing α as
is an expectation of random noise z and the optimal power coefficient that maximizes C s (α) has no a closed-form expression. But at high SNR, it can be approximated to the following expression [36] 
where Q (α) is given by (15) , as shown at the top of this page, which is independent of the variable z. Note that Q (α) is a function of the distance distribution of superposed symbols. Though (14) provides an easier way to compute the optimal α, the solution of α is still not straightforward. In addition, computing α varies with SNR and needs to search all possible values with a small step at different SNR. So the receiver must estimate the SNR values and send them back to the BS instantaneously. With the fact that Q (α) is determinate by the distance distribution of all superposed symbols, Theorem 1 provides a low complexity algorithm to solve the power coefficient α to maximize the CC capacity. More specifically, we propose a criterion to compute the power coefficients by maximizing the minimum Euclidean distance [20] , [47] among superposed symbols. Theorem 1: The optimal power allocation coefficient α to maximize the CC capacity at high SNR is approximated by (16) where d min is the minimum Euclidean distance of the two users' superposed symbols. Proof: Consider any two points p i and p j (i = j) in a superposed constellation with M = N 1 × N 2 points in total.
Let us define a function L (D (i, j)) with respect to the squared Euclidean distance
where
. At high SNR, we have the approximation which is called nearest neighbor approximation [ 
where R denotes the set of nearest neighbor points of p i , and D min (i, j) is the minimum distance between p i and p j .
We assume f (y) = exp(−y σ 2 ), since the second
Let w 1 = w 2 = . . . = σ 2 and y l = D min (·, l), we have the following inequality for p i
where W is the number of elements in set R. Since logarithm is monotonically increasing, we have (21) , as shown at the bottom of this page. For all p i , i ∈ {1, · · · , M } and i = j, we readily have (22) , as shown at the bottom of this page.
Only when y 1 = y 2 = . . . = y l = . . ., the equality in (19) holds, i.e., when all
It is worth noting that (15) and (17) are equivalent, hence (14) holds and the CC sum capacity C s (α) is maximized. This completes the proof.
It is worthy to note that this GBC without fading with h 1 = h 2 does not reflect the practical operating conditions of wireless communication systems due to the random channels variation over time. However, in some cases, such as in [18] to group two cell-edge users (weak users) into a NOMA group, and in [45] to employ NOMA for high-speed unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) communication in the absence of instantaneous CSI due to quickly moving of the UAV, it has been demonstrated in [45] that allocating equal power is a robust way against unknown channel conditions. Thus, these equalpower superposition coding might be formulated as the GBC model when the channel conditions is challenging to obtain. 
III. FADING CHANNEL AND CONSTELLATION CONSTRAINED CAPACITY
In this section, we take the path loss and Rayleigh fading into account. Then Fig. 1 can be modified as Fig. 2 as described in [34] . We assume that z 1 and z 2 in Fig. 2 is AWGN and have the same distribution: z 1 , z 2 ∼ CN(0,σ 2 ), then we can use z∼ CN(0,σ 2 ) instead of z 1 and z 2 for the sake of simplicity.
This equivalent channel can be viewed as a degraded Gaussian broadcast channel with noise variance n k at user k, where n k = σ 2 |h k | 2 , k = 1, 2. Then we have the Theorem 2.
Theorem 2: At high SNR, the optimal power allocation coefficient α to maximize the CC capacity for fading channel, assuming that h k is known to the receivers, is approximated by α opt = argmax 0<α<1 d min (23) where d min is the minimum Euclidean distance and h k is known to the receivers via channel estimation. The proof of this theorem is trivial and thus is omitted for brevity since it is very similar to that of Theorem 1 due to the equivalent channel model used. To make it more clear, we denote the channel gains for near user and far user as h n and h f , respectively. The modified noise variances of z/|h f | and z/|h n |can be processed in the same way as in [36, Section III-A]. We define the path loss ratio (PLR) β = 10 lg h 2 n /h 2 f . The transmitted signal sets are denoted as (24) and (25), as shown at the bottom of the next page, where e(α, x n , n 1 ,
). Combing (24) and (25), the sum capacity for fading channel is given by
For the Rayleigh channel with channel gain |h k | 2 , k = 1, 2, the probability density function (PDF) of h k is
Note that (12) varies with SNR, then the ergodic capacity at a certain SNR γ is given,
The calculation of ergodic capacity is not easy to conduct. We use the Gauss-Hermite quadrature approximation [48] to efficiently evaluate the performance of our proposed scheme for Rayleigh fading. 
IV. OPTIMAL MINIMUM EUCLIDEAN DISTANCE
Without loss of generality, let d 0,1 and r 0,1 , d 0,2 and r 0,2 denote the minimum Euclidean distance and the maximum amplitude for user1 (near user) with constellations S 1 and user2 (far user) with constellation S 2 , respectively. The assigned powers for user1 and user2 are P 1 and P 2 , where
The maximum amplitudes (the distances from the furthest points of the constellations to the origin) and the minimum distances for user1 and user2 in the superposed constellation are denoted as r 1 and r 2 , d 1 and d 2 as shown in Fig. 3 , respectively. From (2), if the point of user1 (denoted as x 1 (t)) is fixed, it can be seen that the constellation for user2 is moved to this point to form a new constellation centered at x 1 (t) and scaled by √ (1 − α)P. We define this new scaled constellation as a cluster. So each point of user1's constellation has a cluster as shown in Fig.3 . Then, for the superposed constellation, we have
where d intra and d inter denote the minimum Euclidean distance among the points within the cluster and that of between two neighbor clusters as shown in Fig. 3 , respectively. Note that each point's amplitude is scaled respectively with √ P 1 and √ P 2 for user1 and user2, we have r 2 = r 0,2 √ P 2 , then the optimal power allocation precoder by maximizing the minimum Euclidean distance can be described as 
From (32), the power allocation ratio for user1 and user2 can be given by
where α MMED is the optimal power allocation coefficient for our MMED approach. Then we have,
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. When the alphabets of in-phase and quadrature components are chose from the set of ±{(2m − 1)} M /2 m=1 , the modulated signals are power normalized with the factor 2(M − 1)/3 [49] , for example, a typical 16-QAM with the alphabets {±1 + ±1i, ±1 + ±3i, ±3 + ±1i, ±3 + ±3i}, a normalizing factor √ 10 is applied to ensure the average energy is one. α MMED for some commonly used M -QAM is shown in Table 1 . From Table 1 , we can see that the power allocation coefficients vary with the size of constellations. This observation is especially crucial for adaptive modulation and coding (AMC) employed in NOMA system where power coefficients need to be carefully allocated according each user's constellation. It also can be seen that for some pairs, such as (4,16)-QAM and (16,4)-QAM, have the same d min . As well, pairs (4,64)-QAM, (16, 16 )-QAM and (64,4)-QAM have the same minimum Euclidean distance even though the power coefficients are different. This is because the sum constellations are identical after the superposition of users' symbols. So they might be expected to have the same performance with proper decoding design.
For downlink scenario, the channel gain just serves as a scale to the Euclidean distance of two users' superposed symbols. At the receiver, the CSI is known via channel estimation such as maximum-likelihood (ML) estimator or linear minimum-mean-square-error (LMMSE) estimator proposed in [50] . Once obtained the channel coefficient h k , the normalized received symbol from (2) is given bŷ
Then the impact of channel fading is eliminated. Therefore, the d min can remain the same at the two users (receivers) given α = α MMED and P is normalized. When SIC is applied, two users both decode the strong signal first treating the weak signal as noise. Then we can identify to which user the decoded data belongs if either user signatures (each user is assigned a unique signature sequence similar to CDMA system) are adopted in the synchronization frame or the power allocation coefficients are sent to users through signaling channels. In these ways, for our proposed scheme, we might not need any feedback of CSI at the transmitter side because the power allocation coefficients retain unchanged regardless of the varying of channels once the user pair is chosen. It is worth mentioning that, when our MMED criterion and the power coefficients in Table 1 are employed for (N 1 , N 2 ) -QAM pairs, the superposed constellation is also a squared (N 1 × N 2 ) -QAM. This features our scheme a very simple conventional QAM decoder rather than SIC or ML decoder, hence further reduces the complexity of a NOMA implementation for receivers.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we show some of the numerical results for both GBC and FBC with constellation constrained from three aspects: capacity regions, CC sum capacity versus power allocation coefficients, and maximizing entropy versus maximizing minimum Euclidean distance.
A. CAPACITY REGIONS FOR DIFFERENT CONSTELLATIONS PAIRS
Firstly, the capacity region is given in Fig. 4, Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 for different constellations pairs at different SNRs. We do not list all the pairs to save space. Here, R 1 = I ( (24) and (25), respectively. Unconstrained Gaussian refers to Gaussian capacity for NOMA with infinite Gaussian inputs. For OMA, we use TDMA as a comparison as mentioned in [20] , [25] , [45] because the outcomes are straightforward. All the rate pairs (R 1 , R 2 ) or (R n , R f ) are obtained by varying the power coefficient α from 0 to 1 in steps of 0.01. We use the definition SNR = P/σ 2 assuming σ 2 = 1. From Fig. 4-6 , we can see that CC capacity for NOMA (NOMA-CC), OMA (OMA-CC) and Gaussian capacity are almost the same at low SNRs. However, CC capacity for NOMA is superior to that of OMA at moderate SNR and at high SNR. It also can be seen from the figures that higher order modulation can reach closer to the Gaussian capacity.
It is worth noting that from Fig.5 (b) and Fig.5 (c) , the curve of CC capacity region for (16,4)-QAM is closer to that of Gaussian region comparing to (4,16)-QAM. Obviously, for fading channel, better performance can be achieved with the scheme that near user adopts higher order modulation when near user and far user have the different sizes of constellations.
Note that in Figure 4 (a) and Figure 6 (a), the rate pairs at high SNR are not smooth. For Gaussian Broadcast channel without fading, the rates decrease when P 1 = P 2 = 0.5 because symbols from both users cancel out each other. This decrease is more obvious at high SNR.
As can be seen from the above capacity regions, Gaussian capacity with infinite Gaussian inputs is the upper bound of the constellation constrained capacity with finite input. Since 'infinite Gaussian inputs' means a multitude of independent random inputs, when the number of the independent random variables are large enough, the distribution is Gaussian distribution, which has the maximum capacity for memoryless channel. While 'constellation constraint' means finite inputs and certainly results in capacity loss. Fig. 7 demonstrates the CC sum capacity varying with power coefficient allocation from 0.5 to 1 in steps of 0.1 for two users NOMA at various constellation pairs, to name a few, (16,4)-QAM, (16,16)-QAM and (16, 64) -QAM. There is no significant difference on capacity at low SNRs, when it comes to high SNR, maximizing the minimum Euclidean distance merit is optimal for different constellation pairs. Here, α MMED is chosen according to the constellation pairs in Table 1 . When two users both exploit high order modulation, for example, N 1 = 16, N 2 = 64, the capacity difference is enlarged. It is worth noting that even when the two channel gains are close, as presented by Gaussian broadcast channel (GBC), optimal CC capacity can still be achieved with finite-alphabet inputs. This means that high channel difference required in Gaussian inputs might be unnecessary for uniformly distributed finite input alphabets application. Fig. 8 demonstrates the CC sum capacity varying with power coefficient allocation for FBC with power loss ratio β = 10dB. Here, we only present 3 cases to save space. These 3 cases cover the typical situation N n > N f , N n = N f and N n < N f . Obviously, MMED criterion has the best performance at high SNR versus the other power coefficients. Note that the CC sum capacity worsens at low SNR since far user's signal deteriorates due to near-far effect. 
B. CC SUM CAPACITY VERSUS POWER ALLOCATION COEFFICIENT

C. MAXIMIZING ENTROPY VERSUS MAXIMIZING MINIMUM EUCLIDEAN DISTANCE (MMED)
In Fig. 9, Fig. 10, and Fig. 11 , we verify the results of Theorem 1 by plotting the CC sum capacity of different VOLUME 7, 2019 (16, 4) , (16, 16) and (16, 64) constellation pairs. steps of 0.01. With this setup, the computation cost for maximum entropy criterion is 100 times of MMED criterion. As a matter of fact, there is no need to compute the CC capacity when a preset power coefficient is used for our proposed method. From these figures, it can be seen that MMED can well approximate the CC sum capacity while reducing the complexity with fixed coefficients. Moreover, we present the α opt for different constellation pairs in Table 2 , which shows that, α opt varies with the SNR values. This means α opt need to be updated instantly as long as SNR changes. Fig. 12-16 are presented to verify the results of Theorem 2. The CC sum capacities of maximum entropy and MMED are plotted for several constellation pairs with path loss ratio 5dB in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 , 10 dB in Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 , respectively. Maximizing minimum Euclidean distance can still well approximate the CC sum capacity at high SNR. However, the performance degrades at low SNR because far user's signal deteriorates due to channel fading, just as been seen in Fig. 8 . This performance deterioration expands as the path loss ratio increases. Furthermore, the α opt for some constellation pairs is listed in Table 3 with β= 10dB, which shows that, α opt varies with the SNR values and needs to FIGURE 13. CC sum capacity comparison with α opt and α MMED for (16, 4) , (16, 16) , and (16,64) constellation pairs for FBC with β = 5dB. FIGURE 14. CC sum capacity comparison with α opt and α MMED for (4,4), (4, 16) , and (4,64) constellation pairs for FBC with β = 10dB. be updated instantly. Fig. 16 is presented to demonstrate the ergodic capacity of our proposed scheme comparing to the maximum entropy in the Rayleigh fading channel. It shows that α MMED can well approximate α opt for the maximum entropy in Rayleigh fading channel while dramatically reducing the complexity.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present a low complexity power allocation approach for downlink NOMA with finite constellation inputs in both cases of GBC and FBC. The trade-off between the performance and the complexity has been obtained. Specifically, by formulating to maximize the sum capacity, we approximate the solution to maximize the minimum Euclidean distance of superposed symbols at the transmitter at high SNR without the knowledge of channel conditions. The optimal power allocation coefficients are calculated for the most commonly-used constellation pairs. Instead of computing the CC sum capacity and updating power coefficient simultaneously, a fixed optimal coefficient pair is used to dramatically decrease the complexity while provides the optimal performance at high SNR. We compute the CC capacity and the corresponding regions for two users with 4, 16, 64-QAM constellations to compare with the regions for infinite Gaussian inputs. It is worth noting that even when the two channel gains are close, optimal CC capacity can still be achieved with finite-alphabet inputs for our proposed scheme. This means that we can group two users with similar channel conditions, such as pair two strong users or pair two weak users as long as the outage probability can be satisfied. This observation is different from that of the conventional Gaussian input signals. On the other hand, the scheduling of power coefficients for different users must take the size of constellations into consideration in practical system. Higher capacity can be achieved for fading channel when near user employs higher order modulation given two users have different constellation sets. Hence, it might be better to pair a higher order modulation for near user with a lower order modulation for far user with the FBC scenario to reach the capacity regions. While for GBC, user pairing is immaterial due to the same channel gains for two users. We can pair any of two users as needed. With our proposed MMED approach, the superposed constellation is also a squared QAM. This enables our scheme to the conventional QAM decoder rather than SIC or ML at receivers and further reduces the complexity of NOMA implementation. Note that our proposed MMED approach might be applied to MISO downlink NOMA as well. Since the MMED scheme tries to enlarge the distance between two constellations regardless of CSI at the transmitter. We hope that these results might shed light on practical NOMA applications in the coming future. 
